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Software outsourcing services delivered by offshore centers focuses on deliverables which can be
done in least possible time. One needs skilled personnel on board who can handle problems with
non-core operations especially the IT department. Third party providers are the ones who can offer
decent work deliverables for a lesser cost for being competitive in the market. The time zone
difference also helps them to deliver different tasks on a 24/7 basis. Recent market statistics reveal
that the Indian market and other eastern countries are best suited offshore service destinations.
Analysts predict a huge cash inflow and profits for upcoming service providers since the demand is
very high.

Custom software development depends primarily on engineers and developers who are well versed
in using the latest web technology. There are many web development companies who also provide
web design and development solutions too. Most western countries have a serious time looking for
resources in their local cities but the standard of living has forced them to look for options elsewhere
since the local resources are not very cost-effective. Countries like UK and US follow a lucrative
outsourcing policy wherein skilled technicians and developers from eastern offshore centers deliver
the goods effectively. Whatâ€™s more, the offshore center also invests in the infrastructure that is
required and works on more than one project to cover the costs. The changing approach has led
many to look for better deals and lucrative contracts since it is a win-win situation for most
companies. The change in strategy especially in engagement models involving onsite visits and
offshore software development has also decreased the costs involved.

There are a lot of companies who offer testing, development and maintenance services. But not all
web development providers can do justice to what they are assigned to. Consider this, according to
the statistics mentioned in 2009, there were more than 40% of the Fortune 500 companies which
included big-shot companies like Microsoft, General Electric, Oracle etc. favor custom software
development since they find it lucrative and effective to counter the vagaries of recession. Most of
the companies focus on extracting maximum work from low-cost areas like India, China and some
other eastern countries.  Most clients are also aware that the dropping costs amount in the range of
40%-70%. But one needs to be very particular while deciding on the offshore software development
provider. India works out to be an ideal offshore software development center destination since the
people there are well-versed with software development skills and are very much conversant with
English.
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